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welcome to the lightwell

an exclusive collection of city centre
luxury apartments and penthouses.

the-lightwell.com
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recognised as one of the most 
prestigious business and private 
addresses in the city, colmore 
Business District brims with style 
and elegance. From picturesque 
squares to pedestrianised spaces, 
and leafy avenues lined with cafés 
and boutiques, the area has a vibrant, 
cosmopolitan feel. 

Standing in a prominent position 
within the district is the lightwell, an 
exceptional collection of penthouses, 
one and two-bedroom apartments 
and studios, putting you at the heart 
of Birmingham’s vibrant residential and 
commercial quarter,   

the lightwell has been designed 
by architects, glancy nicholls, to 
capture and celebrate the spirit of 
colmore Business District. From the 
commercial ground floor right up to 
the penthouses, the development 
exudes luxury, style and sophistication 
on every level. Surrounding a specially-
commissioned central courtyard 
– or “lightwell” – this focal point 
captures the light and space of the 
development, taking city living to new 
breath taking heights.

the lightwell stands to become a 
landmark residential development 
in Birmingham.



From studios, one and two-bedroom apartments to 
penthouses – this is city centre living at its most flexible, 
offering exceptional choice as well as spectacular, far-reaching 
views. Framed by floor-to-ceiling windows which allow you to 
take in the full panorama, from your prominent position high 
above colmore Business District, you can watch the ever-
changing Birmingham skyline, and the countryside beyond.

every aspect of the interior of the lightwell has been carefully 
considered to reflect the architects’ vision, as well as the residence’s 
prime location. From communal spaces to the private apartments, 
every detail has been pored over both architecturally and from 
an interior design perspective, blending old with new to create 
timeless yet practical spaces that offer the very best in luxury city 
centre living.
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Birmingham is undergoing 
an urban renaissance. 
From beautifully restored 
victorian buildings to 
designer shopping malls 
and boutique hotels, 
the city is buzzing with 
regeneration while 
embracing its industrial 
heritage.
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birmingham – a city alive with culture and creativity

as britain’s second-largest city, 
birmingham is evolving at speed 
and positively buzzing with 
regeneration, making it one of 
the uK’s best cities for work and 
play.     

if you’re looking for retail therapy, 
you’ll find it in abundance. the 
Mailbox, one of Birmingham’s 
most exclusive shopping venues 
and home to harvey nichols, 
is a must. as is the Bullring 
with Selfridges’ iconic “bubble-
wrapped” façade. 

For your culture fix, head to 
Birmingham’s state-of-the-art 
library – simply incredible, inside 
and out – or the museum and 
art gallery which is in the heart 
of the city. Birmingham’s recent 

renaissance also includes first-
class business and residential 
developments such as colmore 
and paradise Business Districts 
and canal wharf – all bringing 
new life and vitality to the historic 
centre. plus, getting in and out 
of the city has never been easier. 
with the revitalised new Street 
Station you can get excellent 
train links to london (and even 
more shopping in the grand 
central centre) and the new tram 
line extension makes city living 
ever more convenient, while the 
planned hS2 will bring london 
even closer. all of this is key to 
Birmingham’s masterplan that 
will see the city transformed 
by 2031 into an even more 
enterprising, innovative and 
green city, alive with culture 
and life. 

Besides regeneration and 
renewal, Birmingham has a 
unique industrial heritage that 
includes the Jewellery Quarter 
and St paul’s Square. the city 

also boasts more canals than 
venice. one enviable canal-
side location is Brindleyplace, 
where you’re spoilt for choice 
with an array of restaurants, 
bars and cafés. if you’re into 
music, Brindleyplace is also 
conveniently located for arena 
Birmingham (formally the nia) 
and the international convention 
centre (icc). Birmingham also 
offers fantastic day-to-nightlife, 
which includes a colourful mix 
of gastronomic restaurants, 
bistros, secret cocktail bars and 
craft breweries, as well as the 
city’s very own china town. and 
there’s more great news for sport 
fans, as the city is a sporting 
mecca too, regularly playing host 
to international cricket 
and athletics. 

whatever you want from a city, 
Birmingham has it.



Discover colmore 
Business District by 
day and stroll across 
open plazas, sip 
handcrafted espresso 
in artisan coffee shops, 
or browse a while in the 
boutiques; the choice 
is yours.
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colmore business district. where business meets pleasure.

whether you’re here for business 
or pleasure, or both, colmore 
business district by day isn’t just 
the beating commercial heart 
of birmingham and home to 
successful businesses such as 
coutts & co, axa and sage (with 
transport links to match), it’s also 
the destination for many of the 
city’s top bistros, artisan coffee 
shops, and boutique shopping.   

here you can indulge in high 
fashion and shop like an a-lister 
with a trip to a tempting range 
of luxury and designer stores. 
if you’re a gentleman looking 
for something more bespoke, 
cBD’s resident, gentleman’s 
tailor, clements & church, brings 
a touch of Saville row to the 
district. the historic charm of the 
great western arcade (gwa), 
Birmingham’s elegant shopping 

centre, is a must visit as it houses 
many independent stores, 
boutiques and eateries. 

if you’re lucky enough to work 
in the district, why not spend 
your lunch hour sampling some 
house blends and flavour-filled 
sandwiches in the independent 
coffee houses? the urban coffee 
company and 200 Degrees are 
firm favourites. 

you could top it off with a 
leisurely stroll around cathedral 
Square. if you’ve got more time 
on your hands, feast your eyes on 
some of the finest artwork from 
around the world at whitewall 
galleries, or be inspired at 
Birmingham Museum and art 
gallery (BMag), just a short walk 
from colmore row.

church Street Square is another 
green space to enjoy and spend 
time in, with pedestrian links to 
the Jewellery Quarter. it’s also 
a great space for small events 
and has hosted live music 
performances during the summer 
as part of the Birmingham 
international Jazz & Blues Festival.

Food and drink fanatics will 
love cBD. From the renowned 
hotel du vin bistro, to gaucho’s 
argentinian food and wine, to the 
best dim sum from chung ying 
central, to opus restaurant and 
a menu that’s positively bursting 
with seasonality and freshness – 
you’re spoilt for choice. the more 
adventurous foodie would covet 
Michelin-star cuisine at purnell’s 
and the ivy (opening in 2018). 
there are also regular festivals and 
christmas markets too. 

cBD is the very definition of 
business and pleasure, with 
everything you could ever want 
within one of Birmingham’s most 
exclusive quarters.
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a character and setting that changes with the light.

Visit colmore Business District 
by night and you’re in for a treat. 
As one of Birmingham’s most 
exclusive places for after-work 
drinks, cocktails and dinner, 
colmore Business District 
harbours some of the most 
well-known bars, restaurants 
and clubs that Birmingham has 
to offer. 

Designed on a compact grid 
system, everything you want 
from a night out is right here 
within walking distance. this 
includes one of the city’s most 
well-loved bars, ginger’s, where 
you can sample some truly 
inventive cocktails. exactly the 
experience you’d expect from 
local food connoisseur and 
Michelin star chef, glynn purnell, 
who also runs purnell’s, one of 
four Michelin-starred restaurants 
in Birmingham.

there’s a sophisticated mix 
of other bars and restaurants 
too. gaucho, with its designer 
furnishings and cowhide fabrics, 
dishes up a tantalising menu 
of argentine food and wine in 
sophisticated surroundings. Bar 
opus offers a different scene, 
with décor and an ambience that 
echoes the cosmopolitan cool 
of copenhagen, complete with 
open kitchen, draught beer and 
cocktails – including a cocktail 
making masterclass if you’re 
feeling ambitious. 

the Bureau is another must-visit 
bar, right at the heart of colmore 
Business District. the alchemist, 
one of the most stylish bars on 
colmore row, combines luxury 
interiors and fine cocktails to 
create a unique experience.

Besides sophistication, cBD does 
quirky too. enter the Jekyll and 
hyde cocktail bar and you’ll find 
– as its name suggests – a split 
between the whimsical traditional 
pub downstairs and a victorian-
styled gin parlour upstairs. it’s in 
a class of its own.

if you’re looking to end your 
night on a high and appreciate 
the finer things in life, look no 
further than the colmore club, 
Birmingham’s exclusive private 
member’s club for professional 
men and women. if you’re lucky 
enough to be invited to join, it’s 
the perfect venue to socialise, 
network or just unwind – or, 
to borrow the colmore club 
motto, enjoy “privacy without 
pretentiousness.”

there is so much to do in 
colmore Business District; from 
dusk till dawn, no two nights 
need ever be the same.

Discover secret 
cocktail bars, 
gastronomic 
delights and 
boutique hotels.

as night falls, 
colmore Business 
District lights up.
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colmore row  3 min walk / 0.2 mile / 1 min drive

st philip’s cathedral  4 min walk / 0.2 mile / 2 min drive

snow hill station  4 min walk / 0.2 miles / 3 min drive 

grand central  7 min walk / 0.3 mile / 4 min drive 

town hall  7 min walk / 0.3 mile / 6 min drive

paradise birmingham  7 min walk / 0.4 mile / 5 min drive 

st paul’s square  9 min walk / 0.4 mile / 4 min drive 

jewellery quarter  11 min walk / 0.5 mile / 3 min drive 

arena central  12 min walk / 0.5 mile / 5 min drive 

new street station  12 min walk / 0.6 mile / 11 min drive 

moor street station  12 min walk / 0.6 mile / 11 min drive

selfridges  13 min walk / 0.6 mile / 6 min drive

bullring  13 min walk / 0.6 mile / 6 min drive

library of birmingham  14 min walk / 0.6 mile / 7 min drive 

the cube  15 min walk / 0.7 mile / 6 min drive

the mailbox  15 min walk / 0.7 mile / 6 min drive

arena birmingham  15 min walk / 0.7 mile / 6 min drive

hs2 curzon street station 16 min walk / 0.8 mile / 10 min drive
 
symphony hall  16 min walk / 0.8 mile / 7 min drive

brindleyplace  17 min walk / 0.9 mile / 8 min drive

the lightwell – location and directions

address 
the lightwell. 61-71 cornwall 
Street, Birmingham.

satnav postcode 
B3 2ee

cornwall street 
directions from:

m5 j8
24 mins / 14 miles.

take exit 8 and join the M6 to 
aston express way/a38. exit 
at Junction 6 continue on a38. 
Follow the a38 to Queensway/
a4400, then onto new Market 
St. cornwall St is on your right.
 
m42 j6
30 mins / 15 miles.

take M42, M6 and a38(M) to 
aston express way/a38 into 
Birmingham. Follow the a38 to 
Queensway/a4400, then onto 
new Market St. cornwall St is 
on your right.

because of the lightwell’s superb location you’ll find that everything you need is within easy reach, 
on foot or just a short drive.the lightwell

st paul’s church

jewellery quarter

bullring shopping centre

new street station

the mailbox

brindleyplace

st philip’s cathedral

barclaycard arena

centenary square

snow hill station
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David’s passion for interiors is infectious and his eye for detail is evident in 
the results. his award-winning portfolio embodies his simple yet practical 
approach to every facet of interior design, and he stands by his motto that 
design should be simple but never ordinary. 

the lightwell is anything but ordinary.

David hutton creates interiors that combine opulent textures with clean lines 
for a timeless feel. For the lightwell, David has created a colour palette and 
design look and feel that complements the architects’ vision, blending old and 
new to deliver an interior that is rich in tone while maximising use of light.

central city luxury living
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the interior designer
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interiors have also been designed to maximise the feeling of 
space and natural daylight which floods in from the city and sky 
outside, or from the expansive, central “lightwell” courtyard. 

Bringing the outside into the heart of this exclusive residence 
gives you the best of both worlds, as well as a canvas for you to 
express your personal taste. 

Designed with clean, minimal lines and subtle tones, every 
apartment makes a statement of understated elegance. 
Styled for a contemporary lifestyle, the apartments boast 
eye-catching features and are finished to a high specification, 
from the sleek kitchen – complete with island – to the opulent 
bedrooms and modern, porcelain-tiled bathroom. your 
apartment can seamlessly switch between a soothing escape 
and a hub of social activity.
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quality and detail taKen to a new level

the interior of every space of 
the lightwell boasts unique 
features, carefully selected by 
our team of designers.     

Kitchens
• luxury Symphony fully fitted  
 modern kitchen (colour choice  
 available subject to timing)
• Franke ‘fragranite’ sink and   
 professional style chrome mixer  
 tap
• Siemens integrated electric  
 oven, touch control hob and  
 microwave.
• Zanussi integrated combined  
 fridge freezer
• Zanussi integrated dishwasher
• Zanussi washer/dryer
• Soft closing handleless doors  
 and drawers
• Flat matt finish to kitchen doors
 
bathrooms and en suites
• roca high quality sanitaryware
• roca wall hung soft close wc  
 and pushplate flush
• vado chrome thermostatic   
 bath/shower mixers and   
 chrome bath ‘waterfall’ filler
• rainfall overhead shower with  

 separate hand held shower
• chrome heated towel rails
• glass shower screens to baths  
 and showers
• leD downlights to ceilings
• large format contemporary  
 floor and wall tiles and tiled  
 bath panel
 
entrance
• Bespoke designed entrance  
 lobbies with textured wallpaper  
 and tiled porcelain floor
• individual bespoke finish   
 apartment mailboxes
• wood panelling detail
• Feature wall lights
• glass tube feature chandelier 
• original art
• leather effect wallpaper around  
 lift area
• video entrance system with  
 mobile phone call technology  
 for each apartment
 
common areas
• carpet to stairs and landings
• combined communal and   
 emergency lighting
• high quality fire doors   
 throughout
• centrally controlled fire alarm  
 system
 
interior finishes
• high quality painted doors
• chrome and brushed stainless  

 steel ironmongery
• Moduleo luxury wood effect  
 flooring to living / hall areas and  
 kitchen areas (parquet or plank  
 finish) 
• piled carpet to bedroom areas
 
heating
• individual high efficiency micro  
 boilers for all apartments
• electric panel heating system  
 for all apartments
• underfloor heating in   
 bathrooms and en suites
 
electrical
• pre wiring for digital tv and  
 Sky+ to each apartment
• Bt telephone and fibre optic  
 cat 6 data cabling to lounge  
 and bedrooms
• integrated uSB charger/power  
 sockets in bedrooms and   
 kitchen
• recessed leD downlights   
 throughout with mood lighting  
 in lounge.
 
warranty
• all apartments will benefit from  
 a 10 year protek warranty
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the apartment styles
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the lightwell one-bedroom apartments are designed to 
maximise light and space and offer stylish, adaptable living that 

suits a modern lifestyle, with the specification to match.

Maximising light, space and versatility, choose a studio at 
the lightwell and enjoy an envious specification as well 
as everything colmore Business District has to offer.

one bedroom apartment stylestudio apartment style

31
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whether you choose a two-bedroom apartment within the 
existing building, complete with original features, or in the 

contemporary, two-storey addition above, the lightwell offers 
city living to suit all tastes, with attention to detail that ensures 

the highest specification throughout.

a two-bedroom penthouse brings you luxury living high above the streets 
below. with spacious rooms throughout and floor-to-ceiling windows that 
open out to panoramic views across colmore Business District and the 
Birmingham skyline, you can see the city from a whole new perspective.

two bedroom apartment styletwo bedroom apartment style
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Split across two floors, this is city living that is both 
contemporary and convenient, with space to entertain 

or simply sit back and relax.

choose the three-bedroom, duplex penthouse apartment and enjoy 
luxury living at height, with spectacular views across colmore Business 
District and beyond. 

duplex upper floor styleduplex lower floor style



pimlico capital is a hong Kong real estate investment firm, providing investment management 
and advisory services to asian based private clients and family offices, seeking global 
opportunities, with a focus on uK and us markets.

our investment philosophy is to research and identify strategies with favourable market 
fundamentals, and source opportunities where we can add value to real estate. 

to align interests we co-invest alongside our clients, working with experienced local partners 
to source and execute our investment strategies. we have a proven track record in executing 
development and repositioning deals in the residential and mixed-use sectors. 

adapt is an owner-managed business specialising in the asset and development management of 
multi-sector real estate.

with extensive technical skills and practical experience we work alongside lenders, investors and 
developers to devise and deliver bespoke real estate solutions.

aDapt real estate is a ricS regulated Firm.
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the professional team

5 consulting limited deliver project and cost management from feasibility to completion, in 
traditional and design and build situations.

with a commercial and technical outlook, procurement, appointments and project Strategy are 
managed to deliver value and quality in a safe manner. their reputation is all from repeat business 
and client referrals. they aim to provide an unrivalled personal service within the bespoke project 
Management sector. 5 consulting’s internal procedures are  iSo9001 Quality assurance and 
iSo14001 environmental Management accredited.

torsion group is a privately owned independent development and construction company, offering 
a solutions-focused approach to delivering large accommodation-based schemes covering 
student accommodation, care to residential and housing sectors.

established in March 2015, we have expanded across other regions and now have offices in the 
yorkshire, Midlands and the north west and employ a 70+ experienced and empowered team. 
torsion has successfully delivered all of its schemes on time, to budget with 0% aFr- and continue 
to double in turnover and profit every year since conception.
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Knight frank

1 colmore row, 

birmingham b3 2bj

0121 233 6495

KnightFrank.com

fleetmilne property

85-89 colmore row, 

birmingham b3 2bb

0121 366 0456

fleetmilne.co.uk

for all enquiries

important notice
1. particulars; these particulars are not an offer or contract nor part of one. you should not rely on statements by Knight frank llp or fleetmilne 
property in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. neither Knight 
frank llp or fleetmilne property has any authority to make any representations about the property or development and accordingly any information 
given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, sellers or lessors.
2. images photographs and other information: any computer generated images, plans, drawings, accommodation schedules, specification details or 
other information provided about the property (“information”) are indicative only. any such information may change at any time and must not be 
relied upon as being factually accurate about the property. any photographs are indicative of the quality and style of the development and location 
and do not represent the actual fittings and furnishings at this development.
3. regulations: any reference to alterations to the property or use of any part of the development is not a statement that any necessary planning, 
building regulations or other consent has been obtained. these matters must be verified by any intending purchaser.
Knight frank llp is a limited liability partnership registered in england with registered number oc305934. our registered office is 55 baker street, 
london, w1u 8an, where you may look at a list of members’ names. fleetmilne property is the trading name of fleetmilne (birmingham) limited, 
a limited company registered at companies house in england and wales with the company number 05070809. its registered address is 85 – 89 
colmore row, birmingham, b3 2bb.

branding and design at figuracreative.com


